Rectal hyposensitivity: pathophysiological mechanisms.
Rectal hyposensitivity (RH) relates to a diminished perception of rectal distension. It may occur due to afferent nerve dysfunction and/or secondary to abnormal structural or biomechanical properties of the rectum. The aim of this study was to determine the contribution of these underlying pathophysiological mechanisms by systematically evaluating rectal diameter, compliance and afferent nerve sensitivity in patients with RH, using methodology employed in clinical practice. The study population comprised 45 (33 women; median age 48, range 25-72 years) constipated patients (Rome II criteria) with RH and 20 with normal rectal sensitivity on balloon distension and 20 healthy volunteers. Rectal diameter was measured at minimum distending pressure during isobaric distension under fluoroscopic screening. Rectal compliance was assessed during phasic isobaric distension by measuring the slope of the pressure-volume curve. Electrical stimulation of the rectal mucosa was employed to determine afferent nerve function. Values were compared to normal ranges established in healthy volunteers. The upper limits of normal for rectal diameter, compliance and electrosensitivity were 6.3 cm, 17.9 mL mmHg(-1) and 21.3 mA respectively. Among patients with RH, rectal diameter, but not compliance, was increased above the normal range (megarectum) in seven patients (16%), two of whom had elevated electrosensitivity thresholds. Rectal diameter and compliance were elevated in 23 patients (51%), nine of whom had elevated electrosensitivity thresholds. The remaining 15 patients (33%) with RH had normal rectal compliance and diameter, all of whom had elevated electrosensitivity thresholds. Two-third of the patients with RH on simple balloon distension have elevated rectal compliance and/or diameter, suggesting that impaired perception of rectal distension is due to inadequate stimulation of the rectal afferent pathway. However, a proportion of such patients also appear to have impaired nerve function. In the remaining one-third of the patients, rectal diameter and compliance are normal, while electrosensitivity thresholds are elevated, suggestive of true impaired afferent nerve function. Identification of these subgroups of patients with RH may have implications regarding their management.